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Ely, England, March 12, 2009 – Maximising return on IT investments, while meeting regulatory compliance
requirements and dealing appropriately with the escalating range of threats and risks, is challenging –
especially in the midst of a credit crunch. Boards and managers have better things to think about, like
saving their companies, rather than deal with large volumes of information on IT frameworks and
standards. Yet, neglecting such issues could be fatal. Is there any easy way to make sense of all this
information?
'IT Governance: Implementing Frameworks and Standards for the Corporate Governance of IT'
(http://www.itgovernance.co.uk/products/2276) from leading compliance expert IT Governance could be the
answer, providing highly practical guidance for board executives and IT professionals on how to gain
maximum corporate and commercial advantage from deploying best practice governance measures.
“This book guides the board member or IT professional through the ‘maze’ of how to implement the
best IT standards and controls by offering solid, practical guidance in a way that enables the company to
forge ahead,” explains author Alan Calder, an international authority on IT governance issues and CEO
of IT Governance.
“Many IT management and IT governance frameworks and standards have been published in the last decade.
The trick is to integrate them, so each can do its job and set them within an overarching framework
tailored to the needs of each organisation. This ‘must-have’ guide provides business leaders with the
information and insight they need to achieve this.”
The book draws extensively on the Calder-Moir Framework, developed to help organisations co-ordinate the
large number of overlapping or competing frameworks and standards. The framework may be downloaded free
of charge here (www.itgovernance.co.uk/calder_moir.aspx).
'IT Governance: Implementing Frameworks and Standards for the Corporate Governance of IT' is priced at
£39.95 GBP /$58.04/€43.54 (ISBN: 9781905356904) and can be ordered at
http://www.itgovernance.co.uk/products/2276. This book is also available to download at
http://www.itgovernance.co.uk/products/2277.
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Alan Calder is a leading author on information security and IT governance issues, and is Chief Executive
of IT Governance Limited. He is an international authority on ISO27001 (formerly BS7799), the
international security standard, about which he wrote with colleague Steve Watkins the definitive
compliance guide, ‘IT Governance: A Manager’s Guide to Data Security and BS7799/ISO17799’
(http://www.itgovernance.co.uk/products/4). This work, now in its fourth edition, is based on his
experience of leading the world’s first successful implementation of BS7799 and is the basis for the UK
Open University’s postgraduate course on information security.
IT Governance Ltd is the one-stop shop for books, tools, training and consultancy for Governance, Risk
Management and Compliance. It is a leading authority on data security and IT governance for business and
the public sector. IT Governance is ‘non-geek’, approaching IT issues from a non-technology
background and talking to management in its own language. Its customer base spans Europe, the Americas,
the Middle East and Asia. More information is available at www.itgovernance.co.uk.
To view all the latest IT Governance news, click here
(http://www.itgovernance.co.uk/media/newscats.aspx?cat_id=2&title=Surveys%20&%20Press%20Releases).
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